Elimination of alloreactive T cells using photodynamic therapy.
GvHD, the most important cause of morbidity and mortality after allogeneic stem cell transplantation, depends primarily on the ability of a donor T-cell subset to react to immunogenic host Ag. Recently developed culture conditions and treatment strategies may bring us closer to the selective elimination of such alloreactive T cells, often considered the holy grail of transplantation. Among the various therapeutic modalities, photodynamic therapy (PDT) offers a biological and global approach to the eradication of unwanted allo-activated T cells by combining mitochondrial targeting, P-glycoprotein inhibition and reactive oxygen species production. Indeed, the high potency of PDT against malignant cells has been harnessed to exert selective and extensive elimination of alloreactive T-cell subsets mediating GvHD, while preserving resting T cells with the ability to reconstitute the immune system for GvL activity and prevent or suppress viruses and fungi. The present paper reviews the basis of the PDT strategy, and the methodology employed. In vitro and in vivo studies that formed the proof of principle as a basis for human studies to investigate the clinical potential of PDT in the context of GvHD will be presented together with insights into future clinical applications of this versatile treatment platform.